James Langdon
A Critical Service
Opening: 18/10/2013 7 pm

Joanna Warsza
Artists/Citizens
21-22/9/2013
25-26/10/2013
6-8/12/2013

Katerina Seda
At Sies & Sevens
Opening: 20/9/2013 7 pm

Museum of Contemporary Art Leipzig
Interplay between them triggers collective actions?
Are spatial and cognitive structures interrelated? Can the others, on social behaviour and communication? How changes have on self-perception and the perception of in site-specific projects. What effect do environmental and participatory focus on the design of social processes and associations (U.K), Joanna Warsza (PL) and associates. James Langdon (UK), Joanna Warsza (PL) and associates.

Their work in Leipzig for the first time: Katrinna Seide (CZ), internationally acclaimed cultural producers present.

It is concerned with the association of ideas and the inter-

Responsive Subjects, a process-oriented artistic project, 

Curated by Julia Schäfer and Franciska Zolym

21/9/2013 - 12/1/2014

Responsive Subjects